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February 22, 1982 f- SECY-82-8A
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.....

RULEMAKING ISSUE
(Affirmation)

For: The Commissioners

From: William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

Subject: MODIFICATION TO FINAL RULE FOR ELIMINATING NEED FOR POWER
AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY S0betCES AS ISSUES IN OL PROCEEDINGS
(SECY-82-8)

Purpose: To modify the final rule in accordance with the requests from
Comissioners Ahearne and Roberts to provide a means for treat-
ing these issues at the OL stage if the Commission deems it
necessary to do so.

Discussion: The staff has modified the Notice of Rulemaking (Enclosure A to
SECY-82-8) to make the desired change. The response beginning
at the bottom of page 7 of Enclosure A is modified to note that
the Comission would be obligated to address these issues under
NEPA in certain identified very unusual circumstances. Also
10 CFR 51,21 and 51.23 have been changed so that the Commission
can treat these issues if necessary.

It should be noted that, by memo of February 1, 1982, OGC inform-
ed the Commissioners that OGC and the staff had both agreed to

| three minor changes in SECY-82-8. Two were confoming changes;
the other was to eliminate the proposed change to 51.26 dealing
with the final environmental impact statement. These are incar-
parated into the enclosure.

I Scheduling: This issue is scheduled for Comission action on February 25, 1982.

The paper responds to Commission comments which will allow action
by that date.

ck-.

William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

Enclosure:
As stated

SECY NOTE: This is the modified language requested from
Contact: the staff in connection with Commissioners' approval of
Darrel Nash, OSP SECY-82-8, now scheduled for affimation on Thursday,
49-29882 F_ebruary 25, 1982.
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Comissioners' coments or consent should be provided directly to the Office
of the Secretary by c.o.b. Wednesday, February 24, 1982.

DISTRIBUTION
Comissioners
Comission Staff Offices
Exec Dir for Operations
Exec Legal Director
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that the requirements for raising these issues under 12.758 as written

in the Supplementary Information should be modified because they believe

the example would defeat the purpose of the rulemaking by making it as

easy to require these issues to be treated as is the case under current

rul es .

Response

The Commission does not agree. Section 2.758(c) requires the petitioning

party to make a prima facie showing that application of the regulation

to a particular aspect of the proceeding would not serve the purposes

for which the rule was adopted. This is a much stricter standard than

the current requirements for raising need for power and alternative

energy sources in OL proceedings.

Comments

|

Four commenters noted that no mention was made of whether need for power

and alternative energy sources needed to be addressed in NRC's operating

license environmental impact statements (EIS's). The expressed concern
l

was that silence on these issues may be interpreted to mean that they

must still be treated in EIS's.

Enclosure "A"
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Response.

The Consnission does not intend that these issues be reexe. mined in every

environmental impact statemente prepared at the operating license stage.

Accordingly, to avoid possible confusion, the final rule has a conforming

change to spes4f4ea44y generally exclude treatment of these issues in

the EIS by modifying i Sl.23.and-4-54,26, However, in very unusual

cases, such as where it appears that nuclear plant operations would

entail unexpected and significant adverse environmental impacts or that
,

an environmentally and economically superior alternative exists, the

Commission would be obligated under NEPA to address these issues in its

In such cases the Commission wouldenvironmental impact statement.

address the issues in the environmental impact statement and would

require the license applicant to address these issues in its environmental
~

Accordingly, 5 51.21 and 51.23 have been revised toreport as well.

make clear that while discussion of need for power and alternative

energy source issues is generally not needed in environmental statements

and reports at the operating license state, discussion may be required

by the Commission.* The purpose of this c'h'ange 'is"t'o give the Consission
'

'

the same latitude to consider environmental issues in special circumstances

where no hearing is involved or before a hearing as it has under 2.758 where

a hearing is involved.

! Conments

The Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. (NRDC) stated that the proposed
NRDC's belief that the proposed

rule is legally impermissible under NEPA.

rule is legally impermissible under NEPA is grounded on its
4

* Additions to existing language are underscored, deletions are lined out.
- _ - - - . . . - _ . . - - . _ . _ . . - . - - . . . . - - - . . - . _ _ - - - . . - -
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assertion that the Commission's interpretation of Calvert Cliff's

Coordinating Conmittee, Inc. v. A.E.C. , 449 F.2d 1069 (D.C. Cir.1971)

and Union of Concerned Scientists v. A.E.C. , 499 F.2d 1109 (D.C. Cir.

1974) in the Supplementary Information which accompanied the proposed

rule is overly broad. In addition, NRDC asserts the rule does not

comply with the Conmission's duty under NEPA to consider alternatives at

the operating license stage.

Response

The Commission disagrees and continues to believe that those cases

support the proposition that NEPA does not require the Commission to

| duplicate at the operating license stage its review of alternatives

absent new information or new developments. This is made clear in

Union of Concerned Scientists wherein the Court explicitly stated "we

expressly said in that opinion [ referring to Calvert Cliffs] .that fcil

!

Enclosure "A"
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NEPA consideration 'need not be dup;icated absent new information or new

developments, at the operating license stage.'"3/ UCS at 1079. Alternative

energy source issues receive and will continue to receive extensive

consideration at the CP stage. However, judicial precedent makes clear

that NEPA requires agency decisionmakers to only concider reasonable

al ternatives. Friends of the Earth v. .Coleman, 513 F.2d 295 (9th Cir.

1975); Natural Resources Defense Council v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827 (D.C.

Cir. 1972) . Moreov'er, it is well ieccled that environmental issues.need
.

not be continually relitigated in individual adjudicatory proceedings,

but may be resolved on a generic basis through rulemaking without violating

NEPA. See Ecology Action v. A.E.C., 492 F.2d 998,1002 (2nd Cir.1974),

Union of Concerned Scientists v. A.E.C., 499 F.2d 1069 (D.C. Cir.1974)

and Natural Resources Defense Council v. N.R.C. , 547 F.2d 633, 641 (D.C.

Cir.1976), rev'd on other grounds and remanded sub nom. Vermont Yankee

Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519 (1978). This rule, in the

absence of a showing of special circumstances, resolves need for power

| and alternative energy source issues in OL proceedings on a generic

|
basis. Accordingly, the Commission believes that the rule complies with

the requirements in NEPA.

3/ See also 40 CFR sl508.28 of the NEPA regulations of the Council of
Environmental Quality. That regulation encourages agencies to " tier"-

environmental impact statements when it " helps the lead agency to
focus on the issues ripe for decision and exclude from consideration
issues already decided ..." (emphasis added) This comment was also

i
made by one of the commenters.

Enclosure "A"
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I Comment

,

Four commenters noted that the proposed rule change did not mention the

elimination of alternative site analysis at the OL stage, even though

this has already been eliminated by rule change (46 FR 28630).

Response

The omission in the proposed rule of the language in 10 CFR 51.21 and

54,63 which eliminates the consideration of alternative sites at the OL

stage has been reflected in the final rule. In addition, a reference to

the elimination of consideration of alternative sites in environmental

impact statements has been added to 51.23(e). 10 CFR 51.53(b) which

eliminates consideration of alternative sites at the OL hearing process

is already a part of the Commission's rules.

Comments

Three commenters who favored the rule change stated that Atomic Safety

and Licensing Boards may be able to initiate consideration of need for

power and alternative energy sources, (sua sponte) even though parties

to the proceeding may not.

Response

The Commission does not believe that it is necessary to prohibit licensing

boards from bringing up issues on their own initiative, since 10 CFR

2.760a limits this action to serious safety, environmental or common

. -_-- .- - _ . _ _ _ , - . - - . - - . . _ - . . . - --?-- -- . L. . .
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Comment

Seventeen of the commenters who were opposed to the rule change stated

generally that changed conditions between the time of the construction

permit proceeding (CP) and the operating license proceeding (OL) such as

increased costs, lower demand, new information, and new technologies

warranted a consideration of these issues at the OL stage and a new

determination made on need for power and alternative energy sources. :

Response
|

|

While it is true that certain factors may change between the CP and the

OL pmceeding, the notice of proposed rulemaking sets forth why it is

unlikely that these changes would tip the NEPA cost-bene'it balance

- against issuance of the operating licenseI" As more fully set forth in

the notice, experience shows that completed nuclear power plants are

used to their maximum availability and that there has never been a .

finding in a Commission OL proceeding that a viable environmentally |
!

superior alternative to operation of the nuclear facility exists. The

Commission expects this to be true for the foreseeable future and hence, !

,

in the absence of a showing of special circumstances, consideration of|

these issues in individual OL proceedings is not necessary,
i

Enclosure "A"
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Regulatory Flexibility Statement

|

|

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C.

605(b), the Comission hereby certifies that this rule will not have a

significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. |

The rule eliminates certain reporting requirements for owners of nuclear

power plants licensed pursuant to Sections 103 and 104b of the Atomic
,

i

Energy Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2133, 2134b. Owners of nuclear power

plants are .7ot within the definition of small business found in Section

3 of the Small Business Act,15 U.S.C. 632, or within the Small Business

Size Standards set forth in 13 CFR Part 121.

Accordingly, the Comission is amending its regulations in 10 CFR Part

51 to provide that need for power and alternative energy source issues
|

will not be considered in operating license proceedings for nuclear

power plants and need not be addressed by operating license applicants

in environmental reports submitted to the NRC nor by the staff in environ-

mental impact statements (EIS's), at the operating license stage. An

exception to or waiver of the rule will be pennitted in particular cases

if special circumstances are shown in accordance with 10 CFR 2.758 of

the Comission's regulations, " Consideration of Comission rules and

| regulations in adjudicatory proceedings." The rule will be appliede

to cngoing licensing proceedings then pending on its effective date and to

issues or contentions therein.
|

Enclosure "A"
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Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the National

Environmental Policy Act, of 1969, as amended, the Energy Reorganization

Act of 1974, as amended, and Section 553 of Title 5 of the United States

Code, notice is hereby given of the adoption of the following amendments

to 10 CFR Part 51.

PART 51 - LICENSING AND REGULATORY POLICY
AND PROCEDURES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

1. The authority citation for Part 51 is revised to read as follows:
.

AUTHORITY: Sec.161b. , h, i and o. 68 Stat. 948, 949 and 950, as

amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b), (h), (1) and (o); secs.

201, 202, 88 Stat.1242-1244, as amended (42 U.S.C.

5841,5842). National Environmental Policy Act of

1969, secs.102,104 and 105, 83 Stat. 853-854, as

a' mended (42 U.S.C. 4332, 4334, 4335).

2. Section 51.21 is revised to read as follows:

151.21 Applicant's Environmental Report - Operating License Stage.

Each applicant for a license to operate a production or utilization

facility covered by 151.5(a) shall submit with its application
;

|
the number of copies, as specified in i 51.40, of a separate

|

document, to be entitled " Applicant's Environmental Report-
I

Enclosure 'A" )
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Opersting License Stage," which discusses the same matters

described in a 51.20 but only to the extent that they differ |

from those discussed or raflect new information in addition to

that discussed in the final environmental impact statement

prepared by the cammission in connection with the construction

permit. The " Applicant's Environmental Report-Operating

License Stage" may incorporate by reference any information
,

contained in the Applicant's Environmental Report or final

environmental impact statement previously prepared in connection

with the construction permit. With respect to the operation

of nuclear reactors, the applicant, unless otherwise required

by the Commission, shall subnit the " Applicant's Environmental

Report-Operating License Stage" only in connection with the

first licensing action that would authorize full power operation

of the facility. No discussion of need for oower or alternative

energy sources or alternative sites for the proposed plant is

reouired in the report, unless otherwise required by the Commission.

3. Section 51.23 paragraph (e) is revised to read as follows:

5 51.23 Contents of draft environmental statements.

* * * * *

|

f (e) Other considerations. A draft environmental impact

statement prepared in connection with the issuance of an operating

Enclosure "A"
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license will cover only matters which differ from, or which reflect

new information in addition to, those matters discussed in the

final environmental impact statement prepared in connection with !

the issuance of the construction permit. The draft statement may

incorporate by reference any information contained in that final

environmental statement. With respect to the operation of nuclear '

reactors, unless otherwise determined by the Commission, the draft

statement will be prepared only in connection with the first licensing

action that authorizes full power operation of the facility. J_n,

the case of environmental impact statments prepared in connection

with operating licenses for nuclear reactors no discussion of need

for power or alternative energy sources or af ternative sites is reouired,

unless otherwise required by the Comission.

* * * * *

4,---Sest4en-54,26-paragraph-(b)3-4s-rev4 sed-to-read-as-fe44ews+3

l-51,26-F4Ral-env4reamental-4mpast-statements,

e e s : *

(b)--The f4aal-environmental 4mpact-statement will-make a

meaningful-reference-to-the-existance-of-any-responsible opposing

view-not-adequately-discussed in-the-draft-environmental-statement,

4 n d i c a t in g- th e-re s po n s e- to- t h e-4 s s ue s -ra 4 s ed ,-- Any- sessmen ts-e n- a

* eft-+Tiir+went+1--4mpect-+teteent-W 4n connect 4cn W

MfMyhrdefer hi==rivadv6 MmFnmg www
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Powe r-e r-a l te rna t 4 v e- ener gy-se W r ees - RW s t- be- res pe n ded-te-e nly-w4 th

a n- ex p l an a t 4 e n-why-th es e- 4 s s u es -are- no t- ge rma n er-- All- s u bs t an t4 v e

somme n ts - rese 4 v ed- e n- th e-dra f t-f o r-s umma ri es -th e ree f-whe re- th e

res po n s e-h as-b e en-exc e pt4 e n ally- vol u m4 ne us t-w 411- be- a t ta ch ed-to -the

final-statement -whether-er-net-eash-semment-4s-4ndividually3

dissussed-in-the-text-ef-the-statement,

a a s s a

5. Section 51.53 is amended by adding a new paragraph (c) to read as

follows:

1 51.53 Hearings-0perating licenses.

* * * * *

(c) Presiding officers may shall not admit contentions
i

proffered by any party concerning need for power or alternative

energy sources for the proposed plant in operating license hearings.

Dated at Washington D.C. this day of ,1982.

For The Nuclear Regulatory Commisson

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission.

Enclosure "A"
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 50

Need for Power and Alternative Energy
Issues in Operating License Proceedings

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The Commission is amending its regulations in 10 CFR Part 51,

" Licensing and Regulatory Policy and Procedures for Environmental

Protection," to provide that, for NEPA purposes, need for power and

alternative energy source 1,ssues will not be considered in operating

license proceedings for nuclear power plants. In addition, these

issues need not be addressed by operating license applicants.in environmental

reports to the NRC, nor by the staff in environmental impact statements

(EIS), in operating license proceedings. This rule affects applicants

for operating licenses for nuclear power plants.

EFFECTIVE DATE: (Insert 30 days after publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER.)

FOR FURTMER INFORMATION CONTACT: Darrel A. Nash, Office of State Programs,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555. Telephone:

(301) 492-9882.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Enclosure " A"
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Background of the Rule
.

On August 3,1981, the Comission published in the FEDERAL REGISTER (46 FR

39440) for public coment, proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 51 of its

regulations. As discussed in the statement of considerations which

accompanied the proposed rule, the purpose of these amendments is to

avoid unnecessary consideration of issues that are not likely to tilt

the cost-benefit balance by effectively eliminating need for power and

alternative energy source issues from consideration at the operating

license stage. In accordance with the Comission's NEPA responsibilities,

the need for power and alternative energy sources are resolved in the

construction pennit proceeding. The Comission stated its tentative

conclusion that while there is no diminution of the importance of these

issues at the construction permit stage, the situation is such that at

the time of the operating license proceeding the plant would be needed

to either meet increased energy needs or replace older less economical

generating capacity and that no viable alternatives to the completed

nuclear plant are likely to exist which could tip the NEPA cost-benefit

balance against issuance of the operating license. Past experience has
I

shown this to be the case. In addition, this conclusion is unlikely to

change even if an alternative is shown to be marginally environmentally

superior in comparison to operation of a nuclear facility because of the

economic advantage which operation of nuclear power plants has over

available fossil generating plants. An exception to the rule would be

made if, in a particular case, special circumstances are shown in

accordance with 10 CFR 2.758 of the Comission's regulations.

Enclosure "A"
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Coments were invited particularly on the following issues:

1) Whether two articles, one by Amory and Hunter Lovins and the
,

other by Amory Lovins, Hunter Lovins, and Leonard Ross,

correctly state that a mixture of conservation and alternative

sources would usually cost less than operating a nuclear

plant, and therefore a newly completed nuclear plant should be

written off; and :

2) Whether the rule, if adopted, should be applied to ongoing

licensing proceedings.

Fifty-three letters of public coment were received on the proposed

rule. Twenty-nine comenters supported the proposed rule change, and

twenty-four were opposed. There were a few relatively minor modifications

proposed for the pmmulgation of the final rule. The more significant

coments and the Comission responses are given below.

Coments and Responses

Coment

Eight comenters, all of whom favored the rule change, expressed views

on the articles by Lovins and Ross which state that conservation plus

other energy foms usually result in lower cost than operation of a

Enclosure "A"
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nuclear plant.J/ The comments were directed to various aspects of these

articles which in the commenters views contain errors and omissions.

Significant deficiencies mentioned were that the analysis is far from

complete, it contains questionable costs figures, fails to discuss the

rate at which conservation and alternative energy sources could be

employed, fails to discuss the institutional measures that might be

necessary to implement these changes, and fails to discuss the environmental

consequences and societal costs.of these actions. Some commenters

stated that the approach in these articles would require coercion of

utilities or final customers to achieve the energy use mix advocated.

Mr. Amory Lovins was a commenter on the proposed rule and reiterated the

conclusions stated in the two articles. He stated that the details of
.

his argument had not been worked out, but that his engineering / economic

analyses made him confident this finding would be supported.

Response

The Commission has evalurted these comments and further reviewed the two

articles. The Commission does not necessarily agree with the varied

comments on these articles. However, the Commission finds the articles

J/ Amory and Hunter Lovins, Energy / War: Breaking the Nuclear Link,
Friends of the Earth,1980, pp. 48-49 and footnotes 109-111, and
Amory B. Lovins, L. Hunter Lovins, and Leonard Ross " Nuclear
Power and Nuclear Bombs", Foreign Affairs 58-1137-77, (Summer,1980).

Enclosure "A"
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lack sufficient analysis and documentation to support the arguments

made. Moreover, the Comission is not aware of any other reliable and

documented infomation which confims that the Lovins-Ross conclusions

are valid. On the other hand substantial infomation exists, such as

that cited in the Supplementary Infomation of the proposed rule, which

shows that nuclear plants are lower cost to operate than fossil plants.2f

If conservation lowers demand, then utility companies take the most

expensive operating plants off-line first. Thus a completed nuclear

plant would be used as a substitute for less economical generating

capacity. Therefore, the Comission concludes that studies such as

those cited in the p.mposed rule should be relied on to reach conclusions

on comparative energy costs, rather than the Lovins-Ross articles.

Coments

Ten comenters addressed the issue of whether the rule change, if adopted,

should apply to ongoing licensing proceedings then pending and to issues

or contentions therein. Three comenters who opposed the rule comented

that changing conditions since the CP should warrant not making the rule

applicable to pending OL proceedings. The comenters who favor the

2/ See Steam-Electric Plant Construction Cost & Annual Production
Excenses - 1978, December 1980, 00E/ EI A-0033( 78) ; Oraft Environmental~

Statement Relating to the Ooeration of Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
Units 1 and 2, NUREG-0777, May 1981, pp. 2-1 to 3-1; Cost & Quality
of Fuels for Electric Utility Plants - December 1980, DOE /EIA-0075 |

980/12).

Enclosure "A"
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proposed rule made coments which can be sumarized as arguing that the
,

reasons for eliminating the rev~iew at the OL stage were no less valid

for ongoing cases than for future proceedings.

Response

'

The Comission believes that there is no compelling reason why pending
,

operating license proceeding should be treated differently than future .

proceedings. Since need for power and alternative energy source issues

were considered at the CP stage for all pending OL proceedings, in the

absence of special circumst'nces, there is no more reason to believea

that these issues would tip the NEPA cost-benefit balance against issuance

of the operating license in pending cases than in future cases. Accordingly,

the rule, when effective, ~will apply to pending operating license proceedings.

Coments

|

| Three coments were made on the provision allowing need for power and
,

alternative energy sources to be raised under 10 CFR 2.758. An example

of how 12.758 could be used to raise need for power and alternative

energy source issues was given in the Supplementary Infomation to the

proposed rule: --- special circumstances could exist if for example,"

it could be shown that nuclear plant operations would entail unexpected

and significant adverse environmental impacts or that an environmentally

and economically superior alternative existed." The commenters stated

| Enclosure "A"
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that the requirements for raising these issues under 12.758 as written

in the Supplementary Information should be modified because they believe

the example would defeat the purpose of the rulemaking by making it as

easy to require these issues to be treated as is the case under current

rul es.

Response
.

The Commission does not agree. Section 2.758(c) requires the petitioning

party to make a prima facie showing that application of the regulation

to a particular aspect of the proceeding would not serve the purposes

for which the rule was adopted. This is a much stricter standard than

the current requirements for raising need for power and alte'rnative

energy sources in OL proceedings.

Comments

Four commenters noted that no mention was made of whether need for power

and alternative energy sources needed to be addressed in NRC's operating

license environmental impact statements (EIS's) The expressed concern

was that silence on these issues may be interpreted to mean that they

must still be treated in EIS's.

Response

The Commission does not intend that these issues be reexamined in environmental

impact statements prepared at the operating license stage. Accordingly,

to avoid possible confusion, the final rule has a conforming change to

Enclosure "A"
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specifically exclude treatment of these issues in the EIS by modifying

5 51.23 and i 51.26.

Comments

The Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. (NRDC) stated that the

proposed rule is legally impermissible under NEPA. NRDC's belief that

the proposed rule is legally impermissible under NEPA is grounded on its:

assertion that the Commission's interpretation of Calvert Cliff's
~

Coordinating Committee, Inc. v. A.E.C., 449 F.2d 1109 (D.C. Cir.1971)

and Union of Concerned Scientists v. A.E.C. , 499 F.2d 1069 (D.C. Cir.

1974) in the Supplementary Information which accompanied the proposed

rule is overly broad. In addition, NRDC asserts the rule does not

comply with the Conmission's duty under NEPA to consider alternatives at

the operating license stage.

Response

The Commission disagrees and continues to believe that those cases

support the proposition that NEPA does not require the Commission to

duplicate at the operating license stage its review of alternatives

absent new information or new developments. This is made clear in

Union of Concerned Scientists wherein the Court explicitly stated "we
.

expressly said in that opinion [ referring to Calvert Cliffs] that full

Enclosure "A"
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NEPA consideration 'need not be dupitcated absent new information or new

developments, at the operating license stage.'"y UCS at 1079. Alternative

energy source issues receive and will continue to receive extensive

consideration at the CP stage. However, judicial precedent makes clear

that NEPA requires agency decisionmakers'to only consider reasonable

alternatives. Friends of the Earth v. .Coleman, 513 F.2d 295 (9th Cir.

1975); Natural Resources Defense Council v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827 (D.C.

Cir.1972). Moreover, it is well settled that environmental issues need

not be continually relitigated in individual adjudicatory proceedings,

but may be resolved on a generic basis through rulemaking without violating

NEPA. See Ecology Action v. A.E.C., 492 F.2d 998,1002 '(2nd Cir.1974),

Union of Concerned Scientists v. A.E.C.. 499 F.2d 1069 (D.C. Cir.1974)

and Natural Resources Defense Council v. N.R.C. , 547 F.2d 633, 641 (D.C.

Cir.1976), rev'd on other grounds and remanded sub nom. Vemont Yankee

Nuclear Power Corp. v. NROC, 435 U.S. 519 (1978). This rule, in the

absence of a showing of special circumstances, resolves need for power

and alternative energy source issues in OL proceedings on a generic

basis. Accordingly, the Comission believes that the rule complies with

the requirements in NEPA.

3/ See also 40 CFR sl558.28 of the NEPA regulations of the Council of
Environmental Quality. That regulation encourages agencies to " tier"' ~

environmental impact statements when it " helps the lead agency to
focus on the issues ripe for decision and exclude from consideration
issues already decided ..." (emphasis added) This comment was also
made by one of the comenters.
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Coment .

Four comenters noted that the proposed rule change did not mention the

elimination of alternative site analysis at the OL stage, even though

this has already been eliminated by rule change (46 FR 28630).

Response
,

.

The omission in the proposed rule of the language in-10 CFR 51.21 and

51.53 which eliminates the consideration of alternative sites at the

OL stage has been reflected in the final rule.

Coments

Three comenters who favored the rule change stated that Atomic Safety

and Licensing Boards may be able to initiate consideration of need for

power and alternative energy sources, (sua sponte) even though parties
'

to the proceeding may not.

Response

The Comission does not believe that it is necessary to prohibit licensing

boards from bringing up issues on their own initiative, since 10 CFR ,

2.760a limits this action to serious safety, environmental or common

defense and security matters. ;
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Comment'

*

,

I

Seventeen of the commenters who were opposed to the rule change stated

generally that changed conditions between the time of the construction

permit proceeding (CP) and the operating license proceeding (OL) such as

increased costs, lower demand, new information, and new technologies

warranted a consideration of these issues at the OL stage and a new -

determination made on need for power and alternative energy sources.
..

Response

While it is true that certain factors may change between the CP and the

OL proceeding, the notice of proposed rulemaking sets forth why it is

unlikely that these changes would tip the NEPA cost-bene'it balance

against issuance of the operating license. As more fully set forth in

the notice, experience shows that completed nuclear power plants are
1used to their maximum availability and that there has never been a

finding in a Commission OL proceeding that a viable environmentally

superior alternative to operation of the nuclear facility exists. The

Commission expects this to be true for the foreseeable future and hence,

in the absence of a showing of special circumstances, consideration of

these issues in individual OL proceedings is not necessary.
I

|
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Regulatory Flexibility Statement

'

| In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 U.S.C.

605(b), the Comission hereby certifies that this rule will not have a

significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities.

The rule eliminates certain reporting requirements for owners of nuclear

power plants licensed pursuant to Sectfons 103 and 104b of the Atomic

Energy Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2133, 2134b. Owners of nuclear power

plants are not within the definition of small business found in Section

3 of the Small Business Act,15 U.S.C. 632, or within the Small Business

Size Standards set forth in 13 CFR Part 121.

Accordingly, the Comission is amending its regulations in 10 CFR Part

51 to provide that need for power and alternative energy source issues
,

will not be considered in operating license proceedings for nuclear

power plants and need not be addressed by operating license applicants

in environmental reports submitted to the NRC nor by the staff in environ-

mental impact statements (EIS's), at the operating license stage. An

excep, tion to or waiver of the rule will be permitted in particular cases

if special circumstances are shown in accordance with 10 CFR 2.758 of

the Comission's regulations, " Consideration of Comission rules and

regulations in adjudicatory proceedings." The rule.wilI be applied -

to ongoing licensing proceedings then pending on its effective date and to

issues or contentions therein.

Enclosure "A"
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Pursuant to 'the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the National

Environmental Policy Act, of 1969, as amendad, the Energy Reorganization

Act of 1974, as amended, and Section 553 of Title 5 of the United States

Code, notice is hereby given of the adoption of the following amendments

to 10 CFR Part 51.

'

PART 51 - LICENSING AND REGULATORY POLICY
AND PROCEDURES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

1. The authority citation for Part 51 is revised to read as follows:

AUTHORITY: Sec.161b. , h, i and o. 68 Stat. 948, 949 and 950, as

amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b), (h), (i) and (o); secs.

201, 202, 88 Stat.1242-1244, as amended (42 U.S.C.
.

5841,5842). National Environmental Policy Act of

1969, secs.102,104 and 105, 83 Stat. 853-854, as

amended (42 U.S.C. 4332, 4334, 4335).

2. Section 51.21 is revised to read as follows:

5 51.21 Applicant's Environmental Report - Operating License Stage.

Each applicant for a license to operate a production or utilization

facility covered by 151.5(a) shall submit with its application

the number of copies, as specified in 5 51.40, of a separate

document, to be entitled " Applicant's Environmental Report-

Enclosure "A"
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Operating License Stage." which discusses the same matters

described in 5 51.20 but only to the extent that they differ

from those discussed or reflect new infomation in addition to

that discussed in the final environmental impact statement

prepared by the Comission in connection with the construction

permit. The " Applicant's Environmental Report-Operating

License Stage" may incorporate by reference any information

contained in the Applicant's Environmental Report or final

environmental impact statement previously prepared in connection

with the construction permit. With respect to the operation

of nuclear reactors, the applicant, unless otherwise required

by the Comission, shall submit the " Applicant's Environmental

Report-Operating License Stage" only in connection with the

first licensing action that would authorize full power operation

of the facility. No discussion of need for power or alternative
'

energy sources or alternative sites for the proposed plant is

required in the report.

3. Section 51.23 paragraph (e) is revised to read as follows:

t

I 51.23 Contents of draft environmental statements.

|

* * * * *

(a) Other considerations. A draft environmental impact

statement prepared in connection with the issuance of an operating

Enclosure "A"
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license will cover only matters which differ from, or which reflect

new information in addition to, those matters discussed in the

final environmental impact statement prepared in connection with

the issuance of the construction permit. The draft statement may

incorporate by reference any information contained in that final
'

.

environmental statement. With respect to the operation of nuclear

reactors, unless otherwise determined by the Commission, the draft

statement will be prepared only in connection with the first licensing

action that authorizes full power operation of the facility. JJ1

the case of environmental impact statments prepared in connection

with operating licenses for nuclear reactors no discussion of need

for power or alternative energy sources is required.

.

* * * * *

4. Section 51.26, paragraph (b), is revised to read as foi-lows:

5 51.26 Final environmental impact statements.

* * * * * .

(b) The final environmental impact statement will make a

meaningful reference to the existence of any responsible opposing

view not adequately discussed in the draft environmental statement,

indicating the response to the issues raised. Any comments on a

draft environmental impact statement prepared in connection with

operating licenses for nuclear reactors discussing the need for

Enclosure "A"
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i

power or alternative energy sources must be responded to only

with an explanation why these issues are not germane. All substantive * I
,

l

comments received on the draft (or summtries thereof where the

response has been exceptionally voluminous) will be attached to the

final statement, whether or not each comment is individually
. 1

discussed in the tevt of the statement.

*

.

* * * * *

.
.

5. Section 51.53 is amended by adding a new paragraph (c) to read as

follows:

i 51.53 Hearings-Operating licenses.

* * * * *
= r

(c) Presiding officers may not admit contections proffered

by any party concerning need for power or alternative energy sources

for the-proposed plant in operating license hearings.
I

!
|

Dated at Washington D.C. this day of ,1982.

For The Nue1aar Regulatory Commisson

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission.
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ABSTRACTS OF C0fEENTS AND STAFF RESPONSE

1. The following commenters are opposed to the proposed rule. These

comments are sunnarized below, followed by the responses.

Commenters

Marvin I. Lewis .

.

Alan J. Nagee, Keystone Alliance

F. H. Potthoff III

Joseph H. White III
,

James W. Cowden. Director ERC, Hiram College ,
,

Susan L. Hiatt

Jane Doughty, Seacoast Anti-Pollution League

Environmental Law Project, University of North Carolina

Donald C. Frisco, Coalition for Nuclear Power Postponement

The Arbor Alliance

Terry Jonathan Lodge, Sunflower Alliance and Toledo Coalition for Safe
Energy

Walter W. Cohen, Consumer Advocate, Commonwealtn of Pennsylvania

Mark P. Onec aga, Floridians United for Safe Energy

Katherine A. Stone

Nucl' ear Subcommittee, Sierra Club

Comments and Responses

Comment

Enclosure"B"
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A primary coment is-that there is a long time span between the start of

construction and the granting of an operating license (OL), which raises

the likelihood of substantial changes in conditions thus necessitating

reconsideration of the issues at the operating license stage. The

possible changes in conditions identified are, (1) cost of the plant,

(2) growth in use of electricity, (3) new infomation on efficiency of

energy use and energy conservation, (4) new information on transportation

and waste storage problems, (5) new infomation on fuel prices and

greater availability of oil and gas, (6) new technologies discovered and

developed, and (7) higher cost of financing on-site insurance costs,

repair costs, and replacement power since the TMI accident.

Response

While it is true that many factors may change between the CP and OL

proceeding, the notice of proposed rulemaking sets forth why it is

unlikely that an alternative energy source would tip the NEPA cost-

benefit balance against issuance of the operating license. This need

not be repeated here.

Comment

The nuclear facility if granted an OL will not necessarily replace

older, less economical generating capacity.

Enclosure "B"
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Response

Utilities, or power pools, use what is called economy dispatch when

detennining which of the available generating units to operate at any

time to meet the system. demand. Economy dispatch means that when the
,

demand increases, the lowest cost available plant is brought into

service first. Similarly, when demand decreases, the most expensive

unit then operating is shut down first. Economy dispatching also applies

when construction of a nuclear unit is completed and available for

operation. This unit will in almost all circumstances be used to replace

other units which are in service, because operating costs of nuclear

plants are lower than the highest operating cost units already on utility

systems. Indeed, nuclear plants are the lowest cost units to operate,

except for hydroelectric plants and therefore are near the first to be

brought on line. Therefore, the staff knows of no circumstances where a

utility would choose not to operate the nuclear unit except where the

total demand could be served by hydro plants.

Comment

The rule should not be changed for those plants which already have a.

construction permit (CP) because, parties to the Cp licensing expected

to be able to bring up issues at the OL stage and the changed conditions

may result in a change in the decision to license some plants.

Enclosure "B"
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Response

The staff believes the rule should apply to ongoing OL proceedings

because, as discussed in the Supplementary Information to the proposed

rule, it is very unlikely that need for power or alternative energy

sources will tip the NEPA cost-benefit balance.

Comment

It is not necessarily true as the proposed rule states that only a small

capital input has occurred at the time of granting of the CP.

Response

_.

"Small" capital input means small in relation to the total costs of the

facility. For example, nuclear units which have a CP but with less than

one percent of the physical construction completed had spent an average

of about seven percent of the estimated completion costs, according to

Department of Energy (Form H.Q. 254) data submitted for June 30, 1981.

Comment

Alternatives must be both environmentally and economically superior>

while nuclear must only be environmentally superior, thus nuclear is

given an unfair advantage in selection of a generating alternative.

Enclosure "B"
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Response

The approval of the OL under NEPA is primarily one of protecting the

environment--not a full review of the adequacy of utility planning,

which might be done by a state Public Utilities Commission. The NRC

does not have economic regulatory authority over electric utilities.

:

-

Comment

The Arbor Alliance has comments .in addition to those above. It proposes

an alternative to the rule which would provide for review [of the CP]

every five years, or whenever significant changes took place in forecasted

need for the facility. The comment is also made that States should be

allowed to assume iesponsibility for these reviews, but NRC should do it
,

if the States do not.

. .

Response

The staff does not agree that additional review stages are necessary or

desirable. By eliminating need for power and alternative energy source

issues at the OL stage in the absence of special circumstances, the

staff has implicitly rejected the need for additional review after the

CP proceeding on these issues. The staff is in essential agreement with

the commenter on the desirability of State involvement in these issues.

Enclosure "B"
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Coment

The Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. (NRDC) provided comments in

addition to some of the coments made by others opposing the rule change.

NRDC believes that the pmposed rule is legally impermissible under NEPA

and forecloses investigation of certain conservation opportunities.

'

NRDC's belief that the proposed rule is legally impermissible under NEPA

is grounded on its assertion that the Comission's interpretation of

Calvert Cliff's Coordinating Comittee Inc. v. A.E.C., 449 F.2d 1109

(D.C. Cir.1971) and Union of Concerned Scientists v. A.E.C. , 499 F.2d
'

1069 (D.C. Cir.1974) is overly broad. In addition, NRDC asserts the.

rule does not comply with the Comission's duty under NEPA to consider

alternatives at the operating license stage.

Response

The staff disagrees. In Union of Concerned Scientists the Court explicity
' stated that "we expressly said in that opinion [ referring to Calvert Cliffs]

that full NEPA consideration 'need not be duplicated absent new infomation

or new developments, at the operating license stage.'"1/ UCS at 1079.

1/ See also 40 CFR 51508.28 of the NEPA regulations of the Council of
~

Environmental Quality. That regulation encourages agencies to " tier"
environmental impact statements when it " helps the lead agency to
focus on the issues ripe for decision and exclude from consideration
issues already decided ..." (emphasis added)

i
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Alternative anergy source issues receive and will continue to receive

extensive consideration at the CP stage. However, judicial precedent
,

makes clear that NEPA requires agency decisionnkaers to only consider

reasonable alternatives. Friends of the Earth v. Coleman, 513 F.2d 295

(9th Cir.1975); Natural Resources Defense Council v. Morton, 458 F.2d

827 (D.C. Cir.1972). fioreover, it is well settled that environmental

issues need not be continually relitigated in individual adjudicatory
;

proceedings, but may be resolved on a generic basis through rulemaking

without violating NEPA. See Ecology Action v. A.E.C., 492 F.2d 998, i

1002 (2nd Cir.1974), Union of Concerned Scientists v. A.E.C._, 499 F.2d

1069 (D.C. Cir.1974) and Natural Resources Defense Council v. N.R.C. ,

547 F.2d 633, 641 (D.C. Cir. 1976), rev'd on other grounds and remanded

sub nom. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519 (1978).

This rule, in the absence of a showing of special circumstances, resolves

need for power and alternative energy source issues in OL proceedings on

a generic basis. Accordingly, the Comission believes that the rule

complies with the requirements in NEPA. The coment on the possible

foreclosure of investigation of certain conservation opportunities has

already been treated. If conservation opportunities, not available at

the CP stage become economically viable by the time of the OL proceedings,

the fossil plants, which have higher operating costs than nuclear, most

likely will be shut down by the utility.

Comment

NRDC also believes that the rule is not justified because it will not I

avoid unnecessary litigation of issues, suggesting instead that numerous
j

requests for exceptions from the rule under 52.758 of the Comission I

regulation are likely. Enclosure "B"
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Response
-

The staff, of course, cannot predict with certainty whether the numerous

exception requests postulated by the comenter will occur or not.

However, it has been the Comission's experience in the past that

exceptions under 12.758 are not frequently requested by parties to its

licensing proceedings. $

.

Comment

NRDC provides an example in the case of Pacific Power and Light where it

was stated that energy conservation costs 15 mills per kilowatt hour,

(kwh) while a new coal plant would cost approximately 60 mills.

Response

.

| Aside from the fact that the rule applies to nuclear plants -- not coal,

j the commenter seems to be arguing that total costs of operation and,d

! construction _ should be considered at the OL stage (sixty mills per kwh

is a reasonable cost estimate for construction and operation of a coal

plant in the late 1980's see the NRC's report NUREG-0480). However,

| only costs over which there is some control, i.e., future costs, are to

be considered in licensing proceedings. At the OL stage, these are

plant operating costs.
:

!
i Enclosure "B"
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Coment

Amory B. Lovins coments that it is cheaper to write off a nuclear plant

than to operate it, because the alternatives with which a nearly or

fully completed nuclear plant must compete include not only other

central-station power plants, but also all other methods of providing

the delivered energy services which the nuclear plant's electricity

would otherwise have provided. He refers to the attachment to his '

letter which is a memo to Hon. Donald T. Regan, Secretary of the Treasury

wherein he states that energy conservation is lower cost per kilowatt

hour than is operation of a nuclear power plant.

Response -

Neither Mr. Lovins letter, nor the attached memo to the Secretary of the

Treasury, provides an analysis which confirms the conclusions made.

There is a general lack of showing of how these figures were derived.

However, even assuming his cost figures are reasonable, there is no
,

basis given for why the nuclear plant should be shut down (or denied

startup authority) rather than fossil capacity which has higher operating

costs. The proposed rule invited coments on the articles co-authored

by Mr. Lovins.2,/ One article contained the statement that, "a nation that

2] Amory and Hunter Lovins, Energy / War: Breaking the fluclear Link,

Friends of the Earth,1980, pp. 48-49 and footnotes 109-111, and
Amory B. Lovins, L. Hunter Lovins, and Leonard Ross, " Nuclear Power
and Nuclear Bombs," Foreign Affairs 581137-77 (Sumer,1980).

Enclosure "B"
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has just built such a plant would probably save money by writing it off

and never operating it." (underline added) Mr. Lovins comented on the

proposed rule, after presumably reading the footnote referring to his

work and did not offer any further evidence for his conclusions. He

states in his coment, "In short, because available, proven measures can

provide the same energy services as a newly built nuclear plant at an
:
internal cost less, than merely operating that plant (assuming that

*

building it was free), it is cheaper to write off the plant imediately

than to operate it. While the details of timing for these alternative

investments and for the streams of savings from writing off the plant

have not, to my knowledge,.been. explored in detail in any particular

case, my engineering / economic analyses here and abroad make me confident

_

that a careful site-specific analysis for any reactor seeking an operating

license, now or in the future, will support this finding". (underline

added) Since no further infomation was submitted to further support

the Lovins-Ross conclusions, the staff concludes that the studies used

in the proposed rule should be relied on to reach conclusions on comparative

energy costs, rather than the Lovins-Ross articles.

The coments
2. The following comenters also opposed the rule change.

expressed general opposition but do not contain infomation which

requires a response.
,
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Commenters

Richard B. Ostrander/Pamela J. Ostrander

Miami [ Florida] Group of the Sierra Club

Judza Alliance & Wells Eddleman

Sarah Jensen

Energy People, Inc.

3. The following comenters are in favor of the proposed . rule. The

comments are summarized below, followed by the response.

Commenters

Northeast Utilities
,

Edison Electric Institute

Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy, Inc.

Lowenstein, Newman, Reis & Axelrad

ILeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby, & MacRae
'

DeBevoise & Libennan

Corconwealth Edison

Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge

Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.

Westinghouse Electric Corporacion

Consumers Power Company

Middle South Services, Inc.

Enclosure "B"
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State of New Hampshire, House of Representatives, I

Chairman, Committee on Science & Technology
;
'

Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation '

Public Service Electric & Gas Company
.

Comments and Responses cp

Comment .

There were 8 comments on the two articles, one by Amory and Hunter

Lovins and another by Amory and Hunter Lovins and Leonard Ross,. cited in

footnote 4 of the Supplemental Information to the proposed rule and

one indirect reference to them. The comments are summarized below.

Alternatives such as conservation, solar and wind, etc, are not baseload

facilities. The authors confuse conservation and no economic growth

with energy alternatives. They ignore the fact that old plants must be

replaced to keep capacity constant. They assume a tripling of energy

prices. This would destroy U.S. and world economies. They use the

faulty argument that electricity is used only for low temperature heating

and cooling. Electricity has many other uses. They ignore the recent

increases in fossil fuel prices. The actual reserve margin in 1979 and

1980 was less then forcasted--30.7 percent in 1980 compared to the

Lovins estimate of 43 percent. Contrary to Lovins' statements, nuclear

plants have less environmental impacts than coal or oil. No other

Enclosure "B"
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alternative is more environmentally benign than nuclear. Conservation

replaces fossil plants--not nuclear plants because fossil plants are

more expensive to operate. They do not discuss the rate at which

conservation and alternative energy sources could be employed. The

Lovins approach requires coercion to get utilities and users to transfer

to conservation. The large number of energy users makes major changes

difficult to institute. One comment was that Lovins' articles would not
-

,
.

be admissible to NRC proceedings under the provisions of 10 CFR 2.758,

discussed below.

Response

The staff does not necessarily agree with all of the varied comments on

the Lovins-Ross articles. However, our review of the articles cited in

footnote 4 of the notice of proposed rulemaking lea's the staff tod

discount the Lovins-Ross argument. There is no analysis presented in
,

these papers which lead to the conclusion cited in footnote 4, only a

repetition of the assertion cited in the footnote. Therefore, the

Commission believes that there is an insufficient basis for concluding

that the Lovins-Ross view is correct. The staff will instead rely on

studies such as those cited in the proposed rule which document that

there are economic advantages from operating existing nuclear plants

rather than fossil plants.

Enclosure "B"
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Coment

Three comenters objected to the wording in the proposed rule as to the

nature of special circumstances under which exceptions to the rule

(pursuant to 10 CFR 2.758) would be permitted, i.e., a showing that

nuclear plant operations would entail unex'pected significant adverse

environmental impacts or that an environmental and economically superior

alternative exists. One comenter believes that a mere allegation by an

interested person that an environmentally and economically superior

alternative to operation of the nuclear plant exists would trigg'er the

52.758 exception and allow litigation of the issue in individual licensing

proceedings. A second comenter stated that by using the conjunctive or_

in the Supplemental Infomation merely restates the present law with

respect to the admissibility of contentions on this subject and therefore

would not remove these contentions from consideration. Another coment

was that there are other provisions for rectifying unexpected and adverse

environmental impacts and 52.758 need not be used for this purpose.

Response

'
,

|
t The staff does not agree that these circumstances would satisfy the

requirements of 12.758 for a waiver of the rule. Section 2.758(c)

requires the petitioning party to make a prima facie showing that application

of the regulation to a particular aspect of the proceeding would not

j serve the purposes for which the rule was adopted. This is a stricter

standard of proof than a mere allegation. The example does not change

the standards which must be met under 52.758.
Fnclosure "R"
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Comment

There were seven comments which favored applying the rule change to

ongoing proceedings. These comments were that the reasons for eliminating

these issues are no less valid for ongoing cases than they are for

future proceedings. There is no valid reason why the rule change should

not be applied to pending cases. The' application to pending cases would
'

avoid redundant reviews of these issues,

Response

The staff agrees. Since need for power and alternative energy source

issues were treated at the CP stage in pending OL proceedings, no useful

purpose exists for rehearing these issues at the OL stage, in the absence

of special circumstances.

Comment

Six connenters indicated an " omission" which they say should be corrected

regarding OL amendments. The proposed rule does not specifically
0

exclude treatment of these issues in OL amendment proceedings, although

the reasons for eliminating the OL review also applies to OL amendments.

,
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Response

Need for power and alternative energy sources are rarely issues in OL |

amendment proceedings. In addition, the notice of proposed rulemaking

was limited by its terms to OL proceedings. Therefore there is no need

to extend the rule at this time.

Comment

The proposed rule chan;c as worded may still require an input into the

environmental impact statement according to four commenters. They

suggested that 10 CFR 51.23(e) and 10 CFR l 51.26(b) also be amended to

specifically rule out discussion of these issues in the environmental

impact statement.

Response

The intent of the rule change is to rule out treatment of this -issue in

any part of the OL proceedings. Therefore, conforming changes to the

regulations will be worded to make this explicit.

.

Comment

Three commenters noted that although parties to the proceeding would be

excluded from raising this issue, the Atomic Licensing and Safety Boards

may raise the issues on their own initiative (sua sponte).

Enclosure "B"
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Response .

.

The staff does not believe that it is necessary to prohibit licensing

boards from raising these issues sua sponte, since 10 CFR 2.760a limits

sua sponte consideration to serious safety, environmental or comnon

defense and security matters. Thus no change is recommended in the -

final rule to accommodate this concern.

Comment

.

Four comr.ents were received on the first footnote in the proposed rule

stating the intention of NRC to place substantial reliance on state

assessments of need for power, energy conservation and alternative

energy source analyses. One commenter, a utility, indicated that states

should apply precepts of national policies and should implement programs

compatible with national policy. A law firm said "this raises legal and

policy issues (e.g., preemption) that must be fully explored before such

reliance would be appropriate". A reactor manufacturer states that the

NRC consideration of these issues duplicates actions of state regulatory

agencies. A trade association applauded this proposal, but stated that

NRC should proceed on its own if cooperation was not forthcoming.

Response .

Commission plans to rely more heavily on state assessments was provided

only as a statement of general policy and intent. The staff is proceeding

in a systematic fashion, but intends to encourage substantial state

participation, within existing regulatory authority.
Enclosure "B"
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Comment.

Three commenters submitted the full or partial statement of the Nuclear

Safety Oversight Committee (NSOC) made to the President July 23, 1981.

The essense of the NSOC report which the Commission is urged by these

commenters to consider is as follows: *

.

1) Remove iss0es unrelated to sa'fety, including such' economic

issues as need for power and alternative technologies, from

the licensing process. Only the environmental impact arising

from the construction or operation of the specific plant under

licensing review should be within NRC jurisdiction.

2) Move the resolution of as many issues as possible forward to

the Construction Permit licensing hearing.

1
.

3) Recast the role of the Operating License hearing to determine

whether the plant has been built as promised and to address

substantial new safety issues that have arisen since the

Construction Permit is issued.

Response

Any response to the recommendations of the NSOC will be a separate

action. The proposed rule is in keeping with recommendation 2), above,

and would be consistent with 3).

Enclosure "ga
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Coment

Edison Electric Institute provided an analysis of how the proposed rule

is consistent with regulations of the Council on Environmental Quality

(CEQ) which are found in relevant parts of 40 CFR 1508. These provide

for (1) cooperation with other state and federal agencies to avoid

duplication, and (2) " tiering" or the coverage of general matters in

broader environmental statements--incorporated by reference into specific

issues.

Quoting from 40 CFR 1508.28:

,

" Tiering is appropriate where the sequence of statementsior_

analysis is... (b) from an enviromental impact statement on

a specific action at an early stage (such as need and site

selection) to a supplement (which is preferred) or a subsequent
'

statement or analysis at a later stage (such as environmental

mitigation). Tiering in such cases is appropriate when it

helps the lead agency to focus on the issues which are ripe

for decision and exclude from consideration issues already

decided or not yet ripe". (emphasis added)
.
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Response

The staff agrees that the proposed rule is consistent with these CEQ

NEPA regulations.

.

Coment

Four commenters noted that the proposed rule change did not mention the

elimination of alternative site analysis at the OL stage, even though

this has already been eliminated by rule change (46 FR 28630).

'

Response

.

This rule change is being coordinated with the already final rule on

alternative site analysis at the OL stage.

Coment

Commonwealth Edison pmvided specific decisions made by the Illinois

Commerce Commission (ICC) regarding their construction program. In

1981, a hearing was conducted on the advisability of deferring construction
,

on two half-completed nuclear units. The ICC concluded that substantial

economic benefit will accrue to the rate-payers and the Company by

completion of these units in a timely manner, even though completion

will increase Edison's reserve margins. The comenter concludes that

since it is economically beneficial to proceed with a half-completed

Enclosure "B"
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plant, then it follows that a fully completed plant is also economically

advantageous.

Response

No response necessary. -

Comment

The Atomic Industrial Forum provided the following information for our,

consideration from a study of NRC licensing.

1) Need for power was an issue in NRC staff questions 28 times for the

plants surveyed. It was also raised as an issue in ASLB proceedings

15 times and became a major issue in 10 cases.
.

2) Although alternative fuels and energy sources were not raised as

NRC staff issues for any of the plants surveyed, the issue was

raised 12 times by intervenors and was allowed by the ASLB in two
.

Cases.

3) For the utilities surveyed, up to 100 man-days were expended by

each applicant in updating Environmental Reports and 50 man-days in

responding to NRC staff questions on need for power.

Enclosure "B"
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4) NUREG-0499 projected NPC staff resources for considering these two

issues as 25-50 man-days on each issue for every application.

5) In no case did the reexamination of these two issues result in a

decision not to allow the issuance of the operating license.

6) Both issue's meet NRC's criteria for rulemaking suitability as
,

' outlined in NUREG-0499; they are generic, and there is a likelihood

that the rule will be stable.

Response

No response necessary.

4. The following commenters are in favor of the proposed rule. The

comments expressed general support but do not require a response.

|

Commenters

Council on Energy Independence, August 12, 1981
:

Council on Energy Independence, August 27, 1981

Sargent and Lundy Engineers

Washington Public Power Supply System

George W. Nelson

Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation

Enclosure "B"
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Mississippi Power and Light Company

Washington Legal Foundation i
l

Combustion Engineering, Inc. )

Duke Power Company

Babcock and Wilcox

Barry R. McElmurry

Virginia Electric and Power Company-

Tennessee Valley Authority-

.

O

|
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ANALYSIS WITH RESPECT TO THE PERIODIC AND
'

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF REGULATIONS

(TMI ACTION PLAN TASK IV.G.2)

SUBJECT: 10 CFR Part 51 - Need for Power and Alternative Energy
Sources in OL Proceedings

Criteria for Periodic and Systematic Review
of Regulations NRC Compliance*

..._________ .________......___________. __ ......_______.._______.........

1. The regulations are needed. This is discussed in the
Value/ Impact Analysis
(See Enclosure E.)

2. The direct and indirect effects of the The direct and indirect
regulations have been adequately effects of this rulemaking
considered. were considered in the

Preliminary Value/ Impact
Analysis prepared in connection
with the proposed rule.
(See Enclosure E.).

3. Alternative approaches have been The alternative considered is
considered and the least burdensome of to leave the current practices
the acceptable alternatives has been in place. This has resulted
chosen. in several instances of

considering long run forecasts
of demand and consideration of
construction of alternative
generation capacity at the
operating license phase.
These issues are extremely
unlikely to affect the
decision at the operating
license phase. The proposed
alternative reduces the burden
on both applicants and staff
while not affecting the
licensing decision.~

4. Public coments have been considered This is included as Enclosure 8
and an adequate response has been and a summary of the major comments
prepared. and responses is included in

Enclosure A.

Enclosure C
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SUBJECT: 10 CFR Part 51 - Need for Power and Alternative Energy Sources
in OL Proceedings i

,

.

Criteria for Periodic and Systematic Review I

of Regulations NRC Compliance |
___________________________ __________________________________________

.

5. The regulation is written so that The rule has been reviewed
it is understandable to those who and edited for the specific

must comply with it. purpose of ensuring that the
regulation is clear and can'

be understood by persons who
are required to comply with it.

.

6. An estimate has been made of the The rule reduces reporting or
new reporting burdens or record- recordkeeping requirements.
keeping requirements necessary

~

for compliance with the regulations.

7. The name, address, and telephone The Federal Register notice of
number of a knowledgeable agency rulemaking contains the name,
official is included in the address, and telephone number
publication. of a knowledgeable agincy official.

8. A plan for evaluating the regulation The public, licensee and staff
after its issuance has been developed. experience will be used tc'

evaluate the regulation. In
addition, this regulation will
be reviewed in the second cycle
of NRC's periodic and systematic
review process (1986-1991).

!
1
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Dear Mr. Chairman: .

Enclosed for your information is a final rule that is being sent to

the Federal Register to implement certain changes in the Commission's

environmental reviews with respect to -applications to operate nuclear

facilities.

.

On August 3,1981, the Nuclear Regulatcry Commission published for

public comment in the Federal Register proposed amendments to 10 CFR

Part 51, " Licensing and Regulatory Policy and Procedures for Environmental

Protection." The proposed rules would preclude the reconsideration of

need for power and alternative energy sources in Commission operating

license reviews in the context of NEPA. The Commission proposed this

action because the need for power and alternative energy source issues

are considered and resolved at the construciton pennit stage of the

licensing process. Further, it was believed to be extremely unlikely

that asserted reductions in the need for power or new developments

concerning energy alternatives, in and of themselves, could result in

tipping the NEPA cost-benefit balance against issuance of the operating

license. A waiver from, or exception to, these rules would be permitted

under existing Commission regulations if special circumstances _ are

shown.

Fifty-three letters of public comment were received on the proposed

rule. Twenty-nine commenters supported the proposed rule, and twenty-

four were opposed. There were a few relatively minor modifications

Enclosure "D"
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suggested for the promulgation of the final rule. The Comission '

considered these suggestions and made certain confoming changes to

10 CFR Part 51 to fully implement the intent of the rules change.

Sincerely,

G. Wayne Kerr, Director
Office of State Programs

Enclosure "D"
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VALUE-IMPACT ANALYSIS
.

Amendment of Rule - Need for Power and Alternative Energy

Sources in Operating License Proceedings

10 CFR Part 51

,

A. Need for the Change

The NRC staff has completed a comprehensive review of the need for

power and alternative energy source detenniriations that are required

for the licensing of nuclear power plants pursuant to the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). As a result of this
.

review, the staff has concluded that while the need for power and

alternative energy sources are relevant issues at the construction

permit stage for NEPA purposes, these issues need.not.and should

not be reconsidered in operating license proceedings, in the absence

of special circumstances. An alleged reduction in need for power

or new developments regarding alternative energy sources, in and of

themselves, would not warrant denial of an operating license.

Moreover, experience shows that constructed nuclear power plants

are needed - licensees authorized to operate such facilities do use

! them to produce electricity and do not abandon them in favor of

some other means of generating electricity. Therefore, these

regulations are needed to avoid unnecessary and potentially duplicative

consideration and litigation of issues previously resolved at the

construction permit stage which would not reasonably affect the
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operating. license decision. However, an exception to or waiver

from the rules could be granted in particular cases pursuant to 10

CFR 2.758 of the Commission's regulations if special circumstances

are shown.

B. Value/ Impact on Applicants, Other State, Regional and Federal *

,

Authorities, the NRC and the Public. .

I.

Electric utilities would be the only type of applicant to be impacted

by these actions. Since need for power and alternative energy

source considerations will be essentially eliminated, the regulations

will reduce to some extent an applicant's licensing effort. No

direct value/ impact would accrue to state, regional or federal

authorities unless such authorities were operating license applicants

or intervenors in NRC proceedings. In the former event, the impact

of the regulations ~ will be no different than for other applicants,
~

as described above. In the latter event, the impact will not be

different than for other intervenors, described below.

Reducing the scope of the operating license review may be perceived

by some intervenors as adverse to their interests. However, by

eliminating reconsideration of need for power and alternative

energy sources issues from the OL proceedings, intervenors would

be able to concentrate their resources on issues of more significance

to the operating license decision.

Enclosure "E"
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The staff believes that adoption of the rule will result in a

savings of time (review time and hearing time), money, and resources

for the staff, and possibly the Commission, by eliminating the need

to perform redundant assessments of need for power and alternative

energy sources in operating license proceedings. However, the

quality of NRC NEPA reviews and licensing decisions will be preserved.

.

_
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